How The Sasha Marina Show™ came To Surface
After doing so much for others, and working under their authority, why not
do the same for others who need the help, guidance or recognition and at the same
time be my own boss. At that moment, I totally agreed to it in my heart, but my
head was confused. It was like that adulthood finally hit me. Thank god for my
mother though, she saw it like a piece of cake. Truth is I didn't even know where to
start.
I consider The Sasha Marina Show a non-profit. Why well because I set
this all up for the love of Entertainment, and my passion for just getting to know
people as a host, and let the whole world know who that person is. In other words
give everyone their 30 minutes of fame as recognition for their hard work. My
resourcefulness comes in very handy at the fact that, as I mentioned before this is
non-profit, so everything comes from the beauty of the internet. By this I mean,
everything you see has been created by me mostly, and thanks to all the social
media platforms the WEB has to offer.
What I've learned from business, is that you definitely need something
backing you up, not necessarily monetary, but the good energy of the Universe. The
competitive edge of The Sasha Marina Show as a Media Site, Entertainment Blog,
Web Show and Podcast Show comes as the end result. Why? Well because, when
the work is done you get to see the reaction of that one person you've made feel a 1K x greater because of their work as an artist or professional. My talents of course
love and appreciate what I do for them. The relationship with talents Featured on The Sasha Marina Show is professional but at the same time it may get a little
personal because I want to get to know what got them to that place they are now. As a Host I want to let them show the world why they are who they are, and why
their followers should continue their support.

The Sasha Marina Show has grown plenty in the near 2 two years that it’s been launched. It’s had over 140 episodes on our Podcast and, over 30 Web Show
Episodes, including our segment “That’s The Movie!” Hosted by our Movie Enthusiast, Robert Alfonso-Hidalgo. Our Podcast is available in Podcast Platforms
such as BlogTalkRadio, iTunes Podast, Blackberry Podcast, Tunein, Stitcher Radio, Zune Marketplace, DoubleTwist and more! We’ve also released a Mobile
App through Google Play & Blackberry World! This expansion has made us accessible to Millions of people world wide. Awards include Ranked 2nd Best Radio
Station in South Florida 2013 & Ranked 3rd Place for 2014 with WPLG Local 10. Most recently TSMS has gone Corporate under The Sasha Marina Show & CO. ,
we hope in being the next great platform & Company in showcasing all the positive & amazing Talent of the World.

www.TheSashaMarinaShow.com

We are constantly creating new ways to engage and expand our audience. So keep up through our Site, Blog, Web Show & Podcast!
Facebook: TheSashaMarinaShow

Twitter & IG: #TheSashaMarinaShow

Check out our IMDb Page!
“The Sasha Marina Show (2013)”
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YouTube: TheSashaMarinaShow
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